Asklepieion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapae. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Aesculapiions (Asklepieions). In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

— Bill Robinson, Former Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

Ceremonial Hestiatoreion at the hill-top sanctuary of Apollo Maleutas.
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As another school year draws to a close, we reflect on the past year.

War and politics dominated the world and national stage. Our prayers continue for our soldiers in Iraq who face danger every day even though major combat operations are over and Saddam Hussein has been captured. Here at home, the Democrats have engaged in a lively nomination battle to determine who will face President Bush in next November’s election.

In Memphis, the Madison Avenue trolley extension finally opened. It passes through campus and features a UTHSC designed stop outside the GEB which was paid for with student funds. Meanwhile, surprisingly, the Memphis Grizzlies were poised for a playoff run at press time.

The University of Tennessee made news as President John Shumaker resigned amid questions about his spending habits. Former President Joe Johnson was named to replace him on an interim basis. On the Memphis campus, Interim Chancellor Jim Gibb Johnson retired and former Chancellor Bill Rice succeeded him. In Nashville, the state’s budget problems continued which resulted in another round of tuition increases for university students.

In the summer of 2003, new student orientation was primarily held in the Plaza Bldgs lobby as UTHSC further utilizes those additions to the campus complex. The new Cannon Center in downtown Memphis opened and hosted the December 2003 graduation.

Also in the summer of 2003, then Chancellor Johnson created a new college for the health science center. The College of Health Science Engineering marked an increased awareness of the importance of technology in the future of the University as well as medicine in general.

All in all a heady year to reflect upon.

To our graduates we say congratulations and good luck. To all our non-graduating students we say keep up the good work - you’ll get there.

The Dunlap Station under construction (top) and in operation as the trolleys started rolling in March. Note that the new UTHSC parking garage in the background has grown from 2 to 4 stories.

At long last

The College of Medicine held portions of its new student orientation in the Plaza Bldgs. complex.

Keep your eye on the prize

(Clockwise from top left) Graduation pictures require attention from the photographer. A reflective moment backstage before graduation. Confetti has fallen even before the recessional. The newly opened Cannon Center hosted the Dec. 2003 graduation.
The 2003-2004 SGAEC representatives were (from left) Tracy Harris, Social Work (fall semester); Catherine Carpenter, Allied Health Sciences; Paul Anderson, Nursing; Alan Levy, Medicine; Jamie Chapman, President; Curtis Petty, Jr., Pharmacy; Nixo West, Graduate Health Sciences; and (inset left) Jon Hopkins, Dentistry; and (inset right) Jennifer Noble, Social Work (spring semester).

Among the activities sponsored by the SGAEC this year are: Treats for Boo Flu; 5 O’clock Fridays in November and March; Coffee Break in December; Red Cross Blood Drive in January; Mardi Gras Party in February; Student Health Survey; and the completion of the Trolley Station started by previous Councils. Purchases committed to by the SGAEC include: new ice machines and microwaves for the GEB and additional equipment for the Recreation Center.

SGAEC Advisor
Odell Horton, Jr.
Vice Chancellor
University Relations

Chancellor Bill Rice listens as the SGAEC discusses issues of concern to the UTHSC student body during one of the Council's weekly meetings. Acting as a liaison between students and the administration is one of the main functions of the SGAEC.

SGAEC Excellence in Teaching Award Winners 2002 - 2003

At the annual awards banquet held in April 2003, the following received the Excellence in Teaching Award. The students of each college vote on the teachers they deem worthy of this prestigious award.

Allied Health Sciences
Leonard I. Bloom, Beth Horn

Dentistry

Graduate Health Sciences
Linda M. Hendershot, Ph.D., Teresa M. Waters, Ph.D.

Medicine
Joseph T. Santoso, M.D.,
Trevor W. Sweatman, Ph.D.

Nursing
Margaret T. Hartig, Ph.D.,
Carol L. Thompson, Ph.D.

Pharmacy
Bradley A. Boucher, Pharm.D.,
Robert B. Parker, Pharm.D.

Social Work
Marcia Egan, Ph.D.

Teresa Waters, Ph.D., receives her EIT award from SGAEC Graduate Health representative Amy Cline.

Kelli Jenkins (left) SGAEC Allied Health representative presents the EIT award to Beth Horn.

Joseph T. Santoso, M.D. (left) is presented his EIT award from SGAEC Medicine representative Amir Jahangiri.
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**Student Life**

**Heartwalk**

UTHSC students and staff participated in the American Heart Association's Heart Walk in Sept. 2003. Then Chancellor Jim Gibb Johnson (top photo in brown hat) poses with a contingent of Dental Hygiene students. The walk was truly a family affair in orange.

**Boo Fly**

At the annual Boo-Fly, Pharmacy students gain experience on fellow students and, this year at least, one vice chancellor. (At right) Vice Chancellor for University Relations, Odell Horton, Jr. braves for his shot.

**Town Hall**

At the SGAEC Town Hall Meeting in January 2004, Council members (right) respond to concerns raised by students. Dr. Joe Johnson, UT President, was on campus and dropped in on the meeting and answered several questions. (Below right) Dr. Johnson visits with SGAEC President, Jamie Chapman after the meeting.

**Coffee House**

For one evening the Link Auditorium became a coffee house. Arts in Medicine put on the event which featured musicians and poets for the enjoyment of the student body.

**Rice Bowl**

The Rice Bowl, named in honor of Chancellor Bill Rice, pits teams of students against each other in a test of medical knowledge and diagnostic ability. This year's event was the second annual contest.
Student Appreciation Day '03 was blessed by fine weather. Students enjoyed food, ice cream, and inflatable games...

Other attractions included Henna art, caricatures, and UTHSC's famous balloon hats.
5 O'clock Friday is an opportunity for students from the various colleges to interact while enjoying some food and soft drinks at one of Memphis' nightspots. On November 7, 2003, 5 O'clock Friday was held at T.J. Mulligan's in the Pinch District.
Redbirds Night

April showers didn't dampen the enthusiasm of UTHSC students attending the game at AutoZone Park. 2002-03 SGA President Andy Baber tossed a strike while throwing out the first pitch to start the evening's activities on April 25, 2003.

During the cold of February 2004, the SGAEC Entertainment Committee sponsored a Mardi Gras Party at Pat O'Brien's on Beach Street. Beads, good food and fellowship brightened up a getaway from the rigors of studying.
The Office of Campus Recreation is the focal point for recreational opportunities at the UTHSC. Physical activity plays a vital role in the development and maintenance of a "healthy, well-adjusted" individual. Our diverse programs in Outdoor Adventures, Fitness & Wellness, Instructional Programs, and Intramural Sports help us provide participants with lifelong activities to help individuals in their quest to enjoy life to its fullest.

The Fitness Center underwent some major renovations over the past year. Though never completely closed, it has come back even bigger and better with a bright future.

In Loving Memory of Our Friend and Co-worker William L. Johnson

UTHSC Office of Campus Recreation

Sunrise: 06/12/66
Sunset: 01/23/04

The Outdoor Adventures Program provides opportunities for personal challenge and discovery and an awareness of the impact of outdoor adventures on the environment. Our goal is to provide an enjoyable and worthwhile experience in outdoor activities by introducing participants to the many areas in the surrounding region. These skills can be transferred to our personal lives giving you the ability to take charge of your own circumstances, overcome fears, and to be more active in group decision-making.
The mission of the Intramural Sports Program is to provide our students, faculty, staff, and their spouses, with a variety of recreational opportunities in team, dual, and individual sports. The program exists to help students relieve stress, interact with students from other classes, get exercise, and introduce students to lifetime recreational activities.

The Fitness and Wellness Program of Campus Recreation offers many opportunities to enhance your personal health and wellness. Programs are designed to assist you in a variety of wellness-related topics including healthy eating, cardiovascular exercise, strength training, weight, stress, and time management, and personal health issues.
In 1980, the Imhotep Society became an officially recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly contributed to student life and student process at UTHSC. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honor students for high academic achievement. While the principle objective of the Imhotep Society is to reward and recognize student leadership and service on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.

Emily Barnes, Office of Student Life and Student Affairs, was selected to receive the Imhotep Award for her service to the students at UTHSC. She received her plaque from Andy Baber, 2002-2003 SGAEc President at the spring Awards Banquet.
Administration

Joe Johnson, Ph.D.,
President,
The University of Tennessee

Bill Rice, J.D.,
Chancellor,
The University of Tennessee Health Science Center

The mission of The University of Tennessee Health Science Center is to improve human health through education, research and public service, with an emphasis on improving the health of Tennesseans.

Chancellor's Staff
(From left) Diane Asher, Sharon Richardson, R.A. Palazzolo, Connie Bork, Brenda Deane, Rosemary Jackson.

The Honorable Phil Bredesen,
Governor of Tennessee:

The Honorable Ken Givens,
Commissioner of Agriculture

The Honorable Luan C. Seivers,
Commissioner of Education

Dr. Joseph E. Johnson,
Interim President,
The University of Tennessee

Dr. Richard G. Rhoda,
Executive Director,
Tennessee Higher Education Commission

Johnnie D. Ansantette
Barbara C. Castleman
Dr. Katherine H. Greenberg
J. Steven Ennis
James A. Hasham, II
Waymon L. Hickman
Dr. Rhynette Hurt
Jerry L. Jackson
D. Lynn Johnson
Andrea J. Loughry

R. Clayton McWhorter
James L. Murphy, III
John H. Pontius
Susan Richardson-Williams
Don C. Stanberry, Jr.
William E. Stokely, III
John C. Thornton
Carol L. White
James L. “Bucky” Wolford
Student Support Services

Student Life & Student Affairs
(From left) Liz Roemer, Hal Quick, Emily Barnes.

Student Housing
(From left) Charles Carpenter, June Floyd, Marc Eldridge. (Not pictured) Gloria Haynes

Financial Aid
(Standing, from left) Jodie Maxwell, Sean McGinty, Felicia Christian. (Seated, from left) Paulette Moore, Christi Smith.

Casier's Office
(From left) Brenda Shaw, Toyia Polk, Gwen Campbell, Byron Porter, Marlene Christianson

University Health Services
(Standing, left) Reniere Hayes, Judith Ann Moss, Barry Hardy, Carolyn Springfield Harvey, Christa Davis. (Seated, from left) Sharon Martin, Peggy Vessier.

Student Alumni Center
Posing in the newly refurbished SAC are Jo Rooker and Lynn Ivy.

University Center Store
(From left) Mary Sandridge, Sandra Boone, Louis Partridge, Melanie Rhodes, Robin Elam, Jonas Barnes, Brenda Robertson, Floyd Neal, Gero Thompson. (Not pictured) Clara Tallaferro.
Student Support Services

Student Academic Support Services
(From left) Becky Sauters, Kathy Gibbs, Cathy Donaldson.

Health Career Programs
(Standing, from left) Samuel Pich, Deborah Northcross, Elise Moore, Leroy Moore. (Seated, from left) Patsy Campbell, Gemel Miller, Kimberly Ambrose.

Enrollment Services
(From left) Pam Smith, Sandra Chism, Connie Sutton, Sharon Woosten, Paula Macklin, Lucille Butler, Ernie Taylor, LaShea Dorman, Ida Mosby.

Campus Recreation
(From left) Willie House, Dan Houlden, Gina Blunt, Regina Sims, Jade Powell, Cedric Woolson.

General Education Building Staff
(Back row, from left) Ronald Davis, B.K. Salu, Calvin Dickerson. (Middle row, from left) Betty Massey, Steve Butler, Neal Smith, Hurby Franks, Marge Smith, Marsha Elliott. (Front row, from left) Julie Satch, A. B. Gordon, Doris McGhett, Louise Carbow, Jo Boddie, Gerti Whiting. (Not pictured) Steve Ellett, Arma White, Earl Terrell, Carol Mason.

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center
Student Support Services

Dining Services

Showing off the SAC's newly remodeled kitchen are (from left) Richard Geaves, Rosie Mitchell, Vanessa Robinson, Chris Beatty, and Jessie Rodgers.

Library Staff


Copy Connection

(From left) Jan Tall, Jimmy Trotter, Rita Betts.

Library Staff


Copy Connection

(From left) Jan Tall, Jimmy Trotter, Rita Betts.

Campus Police and Parking Services

Chief

Lue Idia Walls-Upchurch

Captain Reno Greganti

(From left) Marilyn Krolick, Phyllis Blackwell, Mary Askew, Alicia Morgan, Katrina Woodard.


Allied Health
Administration, Faculty, and Staff

Dean
Dr. Susan Mansfield

Associate Dean
Dr. Bill Frey

Dental Hygiene —
L/R: Dr. Nancy Williams, Gina Warr, Beth Horn, Cassandra Boland, Nikki Ellison — Dept. Sec., Dr. Susan Covington, Elaine Freiden, Dr. Peggy Waring, Alicia Fitzhugh, & Jean Fumur

Not Pictured: Kitty Harkins, Kathy Mansfield, & Liz Thomas.

Health Information Management —
L/R: Mary McCain, Rebeen Reynolds, Jolene Massey, Karen Scott, & Beth Bowman.

Occupational Therapy

Physical Therapy —

Medical Technology —

Cytotechnology
Dr. Barbara Benchock & Leonard Bloom
MEMBERS INDUCTED IN 2003

CYTOTECHNOLOGY

Christi Fair Sexton
Melissa Parsons Vincent

DENTAL HYGIENE

Kelli Renee Jenkins
Sarah Kariyn Whittlow

HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Becky Fay Pearsall
Claire Elizabeth Thompson

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Thomas Wesley Williamson

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Candace H. Rogers Brewer
Denise Owen Cox

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Sarah Janyne Bothner
Louise Anne Harper Dawkins
Melissa Tillman Holyfield
Robin Renee Irwin
Alencia Allison Jackson
Stacia Renee Shipman
Ashleigh Renee Stephens
Allison Smith Swearingen

Cytotechnology Class of 2004

Anthony Brown
Honor Council

Jessica Choe
President

Bessie McCain
Honor Council Alt.

Tanethia Robinson
Vice-President

Students enjoyed frequent review sessions at the microscope. From left to right: Lauren Alixson (Professor), Anthony Brown, Jessica Choe, Tanethia Robinson, Bessie McCain.

Anthony Brown and Tanethia Robinson pause from their review for a quick shot. The students quickly learned that cytology is a complex blend of both knowledge and practical application.

Bessie McCain reviews a cytology textbook for help with an unknown case. As a part of her research project, Jessica Choe works to prepare cytologic specimens for microscopic review. A large part of the spring semester was dedicated to individual research projects.
Dental Hygiene
Class of 2004

Amber Augustine
Linley Baker
(Historian)
Natalie Boggs
Erica Burdette
(Honor Council)
Raquel Cavitt
Catherine Carpenter
(President)
Emily Dawson
Ginger Eley
(Historian)
Tracy Fariss
(Treasurer)
Amy Ferricelli
Julie Fletcher
Rachel Grench
Andrea Johnson
(VP Community Service)
Beth Jones
(VP Fundraising)
Nicolette Leake
Kellie Malecki
(Honor Council)
Jamie Mansfield
Lisa McMahen
Kris Morrow
Andrea Morton
Cynthia Nguyen
Beth Rhoads
Meredith Speck
Shari Touchstone
(Secretary)
Terry Walker
Kristin Webster
(Social Chair)
Not Pictured:
Verradent Johnson

Allied Health Sciences
Dental Hygiene
Class of 2005

Kathryn Anderson
Elizabeth Bankson
Mary Collins Barron
Lauren Basker
Melissa Bucks
Sahraa Cloud
Jennifer Colburn
Cardace Earnest
Tamara Elam
Roxanna Ellis
Tara Emmert
Kaela Henri
Dana Holland
Tara Jones
Mary Knight
Kelly Marshall
Christie Maw
Laura Moore
Amanda Noll
Sara Pennington
Kelly Pierce
Artina Pickett
Angie Rains
Wendy Smith
Dana Walker
Tami Wills

Allied Health Sciences
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
CLASS OF 2004

Joshlynn Allford
LaTasha Cole
Deborah Conway
Kwanda Crawford

Shirley Fletcher
Gena Garner
John Mark Hoskins
Amanda King

Tamara McKenzie
Cheveila Oliver
Twanna Smith
Jimeika Spencer

Toni Wade
April Winn

CLASS OFFICERS
Jimeika Spencer, Vice President, Social
Toni Wade, President
April Winn, Vice President, Intramurals, Historian
We would like to thank all of our instructors for the wisdom and knowledge they have imparted to us. We know we are prepared!

We would like to thank our family and friends for their unwavering support.

We know we are loved!

Most of all we would like to thank God for His infinite love and mercy!

We know we will do great things!

Thanks Everyone!

The Sunshine Group
Medical Technology
Class of 2005

Kyra Bailey
Timothy Baker
Carol Duffer
Jean Pierre Gasperna

Beth Hall
Deidra Horton
Tori Holmes
Michael Hooks

Vishal Patel
Angela Phillips
Secretary
Laura Sandoval
Lisa Stovell

Telena Tatun
Bryan Tillery
Lindsey Ward
President/Yearbook
Beth Wiles
Vice President/Yearbook

Shannon Winfrey
Occupational Therapy

Julie Beauloyd
Kira Blankley
Candice Cowell
Katie Cox
Shelby Edwards

Mia Harvis
Sanya Logman
Wendy Larson-Bowers
Angie Morrison
Shayna Raitier

Andres Robinson
Emily Robinson
Kevin Spears
Mike Thomas
Katie Tibell

Sabrina Wafuda
Kimberly Wood

Class of 2004
Occupational Therapy
Class of 2005

Amber Bernudi
Nicole Butcher
Christine Cameron
Lori Cole
Leah Dieter

Jane Dwyer
Jennifer Faraar
Shantel Gajewski
Ginger Harrell
Crystal Hooper

Dana Kennedy
Stacy Lebman
Jennifer Massey
Breonna McGee
Chastell Mims

Andrea Morgan
Lana Pepper
Elizabeth Ruggiero
Lauren Smith
Anne Stonebrook

Andrea Watson
Margaret Young
Lindsay Zeigler

Studying hard, having fun, and becoming a family.

Christmas party
Master's of Physical Therapy
Class of 2004

Alinee Bailey
Ronne Brown
Satya Bouldin
Maranda Clark

Matthew Coats
Elizabeth Corman
Jamie Davis
Jonathan Egger

Laura Finnern
Jodi Gamm
Benjamin Graves
Trey Groves

Jennifer Hill
M. Nicole Hooten
Cherie Rockabee
Russ Roznowski

Heather Johnson
Jennifer Kelley
Kelly King
Katherine Mulley

Christie Mullford
Tabitha Napper
Samuel Park II
Michelle Rodriguez

Julie Rasmussen
Gries Scroggins
Alisha Stephens
April Stewart

Olivia Toliver
Ananda White
Lauren Wooten
Master’s Physical Therapy
Class of 2005

Ashley Bearden
Summer Belk
Susan Boccon
Tabitha Brasher
Rebecca Bryson
Joshua Burcon

Kimberly Ducia
Michele Drusel
Valerie Halbeck
Katie Higgins
Lauren Holcomb
Cynthia Jones

Margaret Kedia
Nakita Mahmood
April Mask
Cowie Machis
Raven McCoy
Dyan Nathan

Rusty Parke
Mary Royster
Julianne Sigunago
Sara Sieir
Tonya Smith
Sarah Stonecipher

Nehemiah Wesley
Anna Wiggins
Ashleigh Wilson
Tiifa Winningham
Andy Woods
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Physical Therapy 2006
Doctoral/Master's Program

Colleen Able
Michael Alshire
Lauren Bailey
Laliz Barker
Nick Beard
Patrick Boswell
Lauren Browning
Alisha Clark
Melisa Cobbs
Lindsey Dyke
Resia Gentry
Kendall Gillespie
Tiffany Hardison
Alissa Imam
Tina Jennings
Kenneth Keach
Kimberly Kelley
Katherine Key
Faith Kipihut
Misty Kirk
Heath Ladd
Lauren McGee
Bethany Marcus
Erica Mitchell
Mary Mitchell
Justin Morris
Michael Rosha
April Richardson
Lucy Schweiss
Tenisha Smith
Audrey Stone
Laurel Tomasetto
Jimmie Townsend
Charles Trimel
Sara Underhill
Brandy Welch

Becky Wheeler
Calandra White
Amber Zakrzewski
Reflections

The University of Tennessee
Health Science Center

College of
Dentistry
College of Dentistry Administration

Dr. Russell Gilpatrick, Dean

Dr. Wisdom Coleman
Associate Dean of Admissions and Student Affairs

Dr. Lloyd George
Associate Dean of Clinical Affairs

Dr. Mark Patters
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs (Interim)

Administrative Staff
Biologic & Diagnostic Sciences
Chair — Dr. Van Himel

Orthodontics
Chair — Dr. James Vaden

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Chair — Dr. Lawrence Weeda

Advanced Education In General Dentistry
Chair — Dr. Steven Cloyd

Periodontology
Chair — Dr. Sidney Stein (Interim)

Restorative Dentistry
Chair — Dr. Russell Wicks (Interim)

Pediatric Dentistry
Chair — Dr. Sanford Fenton

Dental Research
Chair — Dr. Mustafa Dabbous
The College of Dentistry Student Government Association, or CoDSGA, serves as the collective official voice of the students and functions as the local dental student government. It represents the dental college student body to the administration and faculty, dental profession, and the Memphis community. CoDSGA provides a means whereby the students of each dental class may come together in a mutual endeavor for the betterment of the College, stimulates interclass relationships and provides a common format for individual dental student's voice and expression.

The American Student Dental Association, or ASDA, is a national student-run organization which protects and advances the rights, interests, and welfare of students with a unified voice and provides information, education, advocacy, and services.

The ASDA introduces lifelong involvement in organized dentistry, and promotes change for the betterment of the profession.
This school year has proven to be one of the most flourishing for the University of Tennessee, Memphis Chapter of the Student National Dental Association. We have experienced increased growth and diversity, and our commitment to the community has been immeasurable! We've had a school supply and uniform drive for Klondike Elementary, volunteered at various health fairs throughout the city, and participated in the Angel Tree Program. In addition to taking care of the community, we have also managed to take care of ourselves through various programs to benefit members. Some of these include Lunch Knowledge sessions with various speakers, a Skill Builder session, and a social function sponsored by Dr. and Mrs. Joe O'Neal. Last semester was only the mediocre precursor to the semester. This semester’s itinerary includes two Lunch Knowledge seminars: 1) Don’t Be So General! Specialize! and 2) Everything Dental School Never Taught You — About Business! In addition to these seminars, we also plan to have our 2nd Annual Senior Awards Luncheon, a coloring contest for Klondike Elementary, participate in Crest’s National Give Kids a Smile campaign, a clothing and linen drive for MIFA’s Estiva Place and as always, participate in various health fairs throughout the city.
Psi Omega Fraternity was founded in 1892. The objectives of the fraternity are to maintain and advance the high standards of dentistry by instilling in its members the spirit of fraternal cooperation. For Psi Omega members here at UTHSC, the fraternity provides a means of relaxation with friends and classmates who have similar interests and is a stimulating source of diversion without interfering with academic standing.

Xi Psi Phi Fraternity, cordially known as the ZIPs, is a group of students and faculty representatives dedicated to the dental profession and to the promotion of organized dentistry throughout the dental education and beyond graduation. Xi Psi Phi honors the principles of knowledge, morality, and fellowship, and its members stand by their motto: "Hospitality is the Life of Friendship."
College of Dentistry
Class of 2004

Doug Allen  Stephanie Baldwin  Jason Battle  Bradley Becker  Kelle Cox  Susan Creech  Adam Crow  Alane Furlotte

Daniel Boese  Brooke Beasley  Blake Billups  Brandon Birdwell  Marquinet Gardner-Hence  Thomas Hadley  Shane Handley  Mark Harris

Mark Britton  Andrew Bucher  Chris Burke  Brad Burleston  Charles Hooper  Jon Hopkins  Angela Howard-Gray  Corey Jackson

Jerome Burr  Allen Bush  Ashley Clayton  Candy Cole  Graham Locke  Melanie Looney  Reenda Lyle  Aileen Marty
Class of 2005

Robert Annear
Chris Arnold
Ken Barker
David Barnes
Jarl Brandly
Cliff Backman
Brandon Burger

Nick Charles
Suzanne Cava
Venessa Crumplcy — Treasurer
Angela Dous
Dustin Duh
Jacob Duke — VP Nomin
Robin Eler — Secretary

Christina Faulkner
James Fergus
Nick Fong — Class'32master
Richard Fopp
Tayton Fowles
Tak Fujita — VP Media
Chin Fuchs — President

Gregory Gooch
James Hall
Stephen Harrison
Jonathan Hart
Benjamin Haas
Jason Herring
Brandon Horton — GADGA Rep.

Dai Haydu
Robert Hope
Jessica Jackson
Neal Jackson
James Jefferson
Ashley Kelly
Jason Kirkpatrick — GADGA Rep.

James Kirkhans
Jack Malter
Derek Marks
Terri Mattos
Catherine Martin
Mark Mudders
Kelly Gaynne Mason — ASDA Rep.

Joel Moneote
Joe Montoya
John Murfree — Social Chairman
Robert Murfree — Social Chairman
Tina Marchant — (Not Pictured)
Beck Orr — (Not Pictured)
Mark Owens
Helen Patel
Kelly Peters

Nathaniel Jenner
Daniel Serette — VP Dental
Benjamin Scott — Honor Council
Ryan Shearer
Emily Sheppard — Honor Council
Brian Shines
Brian Short — VP Instrument

Adam Soica
Greg Stafford
Jack Stalker — VP Recording
Jonathan Tippen
Kathleen Wall
LaTessa Ware
Jeral Warren

Jared Williams
Lucy Williams — GADGA Rep.
Tasha Williams
Glen Wilson
Wes Winkett — Quartermaster
Michelle Woodward

Dentistry
Class of 2006

Left: class officers
Right: Top: Jeremy Adams, Allen Anderson
Right Bottom: Joshua Balch, Heath Blockey

Brent Harris
Amanda Campbell
Christopher Carline
Tanaya Claiborn
Jillneme Coleman
Christopher Collins
Jared Cooper

Ryan Copeland
Jared Crowder
Jordan Delee
Nick Dollar
Phillip Enkeil
Joseph Fazio (Honor Council)

Jeffrey Fletcher
Jared Foster
Kristen Franch
James Fulmer
Jewelle Gauthier
Thomas Gugem
Samuel Geary (Quartermaster)

Jeffrey Graham
Katherine Ham
Brandon Harlin
Antony Harlow
Thomas Heeren
James Bradley Hudson (Vice Pres.)
William Hunter

Phillip Isaacman
Darrell Johnson
Mark Jumper
Rasheen Jones
Joshua Koerner
Tina Khan
Clint Koon

Madelin Bland (Vice Pres.)
Jim Ol Lopez
Jared Logan
Katherine Massey (Social Secretary)
Chad Motown
Yasmine M. Muth
Matthew McConah

Jeffrey Mercier
Bria Myers
Tania Marie Najjar
Lauren Nardone
Joshua Olmedo (President)
Emily Paul
William Peck

Marilyn Phillips
Anne Powell
Jason Prinsen
Lauren Puckett
Rabbi Rava
Marlene Schreiner (Honor Council)
Brian Kemp

Kristen Rushing (Secretary)
Allison Sanders, Jr.
Ilan Stein
Pareck Stockhammer
Scott Stobbs
Gabriel Sullivan
I-olf Swanson (Quartermaster)

Trevor Taylor
Joshua Toney
Meg Valea (Treasurer)
William Viethuber
Terrance Wane
Josh Werson
Oyria Webster-Taylor

Tara Williams
Ashley Williams
Gary Wilson, Jr.
Class of 2007

Will Akin Social Chairman
Sishir Aiyeru
David Baker President
Drew Ransom
Gary Bokitt
Matt Bittel Social Chairman
Tracy Cain VP. Nato

Matt Carlisle Webmaster
Brooke Christian
Adam Cline
Jason Cotter
Mark Dill
Jay Drake
KC Dyer

Elin Evans Public Relations, Harbuck
Cheri, AAWD Inc.
Aaron Evans Honor Council
Beth Forrest CHORDA
JR Franco
Michael Gamaker
Mika Garey
Deidre Granger

Nathan Hamman
Ryan Hensley CHORDA
Kyle Harris
Kris Hanson
Doug Holliday Honor Council
Jessica Holt
An Hays VP. Dribbleton

Hillary Jefferson
Brooke Jeffus
Quintin Julius
Bennett Kaler
Aaron Lemaster
Naami Lee
Petey Lewis

Hermelinda Louisedge
Ashra Martin
John Macmullan
Amanda Murphy
Raj Nair
Andrew Naylor
Andrew Ov

Lake Oyyurt
Matt Palomaki
Bhavita Patel
Hemendra Patel
Chad Patterson
Chad Papeler
Brett Prather

Ashley Ramsey Secretary
Mandy Ratt
Mark Regnfeld
Kari Robinson
Kellee Rodriguez
Jasmine Rovenv
Chris Schmidt

Marc Sharp ASIA
Felicia Sherman
Wes Shelton
Yvou Shiloah Treasurer
Clark Short ASIA, Streamers
Daniel Smith Quarter Master
Melissa Smith

Todd Smith
Garrett Taylor
Jamie Thomas
Ethan Tims
Nina Verstraete
Joe Vosco
Mary G. Weatherford

Rebecca Ann Weitzkop
Nicholas Wentz VP. Recording
Jason White
Tiffany Wilson
Chad Wyner Social Chair
Larry Westford ASIA, Honor Council
ASWA Trust
Eric Wing Honor Council

Nathan Woenen
WHO'D HAVE THOUGHT...

...THAT DENTAL SCHOOL...

Below: Is Ahmad trying to sweet-talk his way out of an endo FPE?
The University of Tennessee
Health Science Center

College of
Graduate Health Sciences
CGHS Administration

Dr. Edward Schneider
Associate Dean

Dr. David Arnbruster
Assistant Dean

Becky Brown
Executive Assistant to the Dean

Dr. Richard Peppler
Dean

2004 Graduates

Amira Wohlabebbi
Anatomy & Neurobiology

Benjamin Gray
Biology

Kimberly Carlyle
Clark

Denise Gay
Dental Science

Brad Lamar
Jennings
Dental Science

Catherine Elizabeth
Novak
Dental Science

Reba Umberger
Epidemiology

Sheri Klas
Molecular Sciences

Meredith Steves
Molecular Sciences

James Lockett
Pathology

Ramy Aziz
Molecular Sciences

Jennifer Biyeya
Pathology

Not Pictured:
Anatomy: Frank Kahme
Health Science Administration: Wayne Segars
Nursing: Janice Collins-McNeil, Sandra Holmes, Leslie McKeen, Risa Ramsey, Costellia Talley
Pharmaceutical Sciences: Wenzhi Zhang
Physiology: Qinghang Liu, Thomas Virag

Graduate Student Association
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Nursing

Physiology

Pharmacology

Not pictured: Yi Zhang, Fan Wang

Molecular Sciences

Not pictured: Yi Zhang, Fan Wang

Graduate Health Sciences

90

Graduate Health Sciences 91
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Not Pictured: Pengfei Song, Ajit Nanang, Wenwei Lin

Interdisciplinary Sciences

Kerlin Balaoghi
Chad Batten
Robert Berger
Jaret Boyle
Chunye Bockwell
Yu Fukuda
Je Wonde Grant
Timothy Kaye
Vishal Latha
Cynthia Lancaster
Shen Li
Teresa Liu
Wei Liu
Timmy Muni
Martin Moka
Erin Phillips
Michael Podgorski
Shawn Qiao
Ravishanker
Poojashree
Jiefang Shao
Jun Shen
Akolokha Tomi
Maria Van Der Merwe
Kensuke Vingo
Keith Wanzek
Lai Wei
Allas West
Linda Wolff
Shipeng Yu
Ji Zhang
Min Zhuang
Yang Zong
The University of Tennessee
Health Science Center
College of
Health Science Engineering
The College of Health Science Engineering is the eighth and newest college at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center. Recognizing the increased importance of medical engineering research, the university officially created the new college in May, 2003. This year’s graduates will be the first under the banner of the new college. The college was primarily formed from the School of Biomedical Engineering, a joint program with the University of Memphis, within the UT College of Graduate Health Sciences. Dr. Frank A. DiBlanca, Ph.D., the Executive Director of the School of Biomedical Engineering was named first dean of the College of Health Science Engineering.
May/December 2004 Graduates

Hyung Soo Ahn
Apoorva Choudhary
Arun Gopal
Manan Hathi
Gautam Kale
Brian Kelly
Gunnar Lovhoiden
Hemant Shukla
Bin Wang

Amrapali Arshanpalli
Chris Duckworth
Daya Gulabani
Sita Kakunoori
Vilnay Krovi
Mark Leggas
Ankur Seth
Pradeep Tripathi
Jian Wu
College of Medicine

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center

College of Medicine
College of Medicine
Biomedical Sciences
Course Directors

Trevor Sweatman, Ph.D.
Pharmacology

Daniel Menkes, M.D.
Neurosciences

Edward Schneider, Ph.D.
Physiology

Arthur Geller, Ph.D.
Molecular Basis of Disease

Mel Park, Ph.D.
Gross Anatomy

Laurie Spraberry, M.D.
Pathophysiology

Charles Handorf, M.D.
Pathology

Owen Phillips, M.D.
Prevention, Community, and Culture

Not pictured: Gail Beerman, M.D.
Not pictured: Pat Ryan, Ph.D.

Microbiology

Not pictured: Gail Beerman, M.D.
Not pictured: Pat Ryan, Ph.D.

Recognizing Signs and Symptoms

MOLECULAR SCIENCES: Chair: Dr. Gerald Byrne

PHARMACOLOGY: Chair: Dr. Burt Sharp
Anesthesiology
Chair: John Zanella Jr., M.D., Ph.D.

Family Medicine
Chair: John H. Midtling, M.D., M.S.

Human Values & Ethics
Chair: Terrence Ackerman, Ph.D.

Internal Medicine
Chair: Dennis Schaberg, M.D.

Neurology
Chair: William Pulsinelli, M.D., Ph.D.

Neurosurgery
Chair: Jon Robertson, M.D.
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Interim Chair: Owen Phillips, M.D.

Ophthamology
Chair: Barrett Haik, M.D.

Orthopaedic Surgery
Chair: S. Terry Canale, M.D.

Otolaryngology
Chair: Jerome Thompson, M.D.
Pediatrics  
Chair: Russell Chesney, M.D.

Preventive Medicine  
Chair: Grant Somes, Ph.D.

Psychiatry  
Chair: Richard Farmer, M.D.

Radiology  
Chair: Robert Gold, M.D.

Surgery  
Chair: Timothy Fabian, M.D.

Urology  
Chair: Mitchell Steiner, M.D.
College of Medicine
Class of 2004

Class Officers:

(Back row) Ben Crenshaw - VP student affairs; Rob Jarrett - Honor council; B.K. Parsley - VP academic affairs; Jason Welcox - MSEC; Sean Keshabadi - MSEC.

(Front row) Marché Martin - Secretary; Regan Hill - VP student affairs; Elizabeth Sheffey - VP academic affairs; Praveen Katarman - Social.

(Not pictured) Darrel Graham - President; Todd Mallican - Treasurer; Trey Carr - Honor Council; Bethany Owens - Honor Council; Judy Helus - Professionalism; Smyle Patil - Professionalism; Brent Reading - Professionalism; Daniel Dexter - AIMS; Neal Maryard - AIMS; Chris McAndrew - MSEC.

Dustin Smith - MSEC; Matt Whitehead - Social

Kelley Michelle Atwell
Katherine Federline Atlas
Althea John Allen
Alex Travis Almeida
Jennifer Lynn Anderson

Frank Heath Barnes II
Chad Stephen Batson
Eric Jon Bazzle
Elka Olaitimo Bar
Brian Anthony Brehm

Niko Beals
Darren Reis Brantamer II
Sharon Ann Batch
Rosalind Palitz Caravella

Thomas Martin Carr III
Taylor Brandon Gates
Prudence Ngom Chan
Catherine Ann Childers

Anne Faz Choudhri
Lindy Suzanne Claypo
Douglas Brooks Clayton
Jordan Thomas Coffey
Michael Eugene Cole
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Class of 2004

David Terrance Conner
Jennifer Elaine Cox
Benjamin Hurley Cornish
Amanda Lea Daniel
Timothy Chad Davenport

James Daniel Day
Deonise Chanelle Darson
Dennis Paul Darson
Matthew Alan Dress
Bennie Wayne Dudley, Jr.

John William Duffy, Ill
Eric James Duzesnaj
Andrew Wakefield Dyer
James Robert Eshbach, II
Adam John Eshchuhdi

Garry Engle Finkle
Tanna L. Fortenberry
Aparna Kumbh Petchmman
Livy, Eric, and Apsy get ready to hit the town.

Scott Carl Fuller
Amy Lynette Gallagher
Kevin Michael Garrett

Sema, Elka, Sara, and Smitta
Isabel Gafford Gafford
Geoffrey Schaeffer Goodlin
Darrell Wayne Graham

Henry Wallace Graham III
Hilary Carol Griscom
Christopher George Gagliardini
Jonathan William Haller
Brittany Boyle Harman

Stephen Thomas Harvey
Scotty Jack Hayden
Melissa A. Heil
Jody Benson Heims
Kristin Ann Herbert

Thomas Meade Hagay
Christopher Austin Hald
Mary Elizabeth Hooper
Lilly Lynn Houston
Ruce Huang
Class of

2004

Alethea, Brinson, Linda, & Bertina out for a class party at Automatic Slims

Cynthia Jel Hunter
Tohalope O. Jabor
Gale Evans Jackson
Meghan Dale Jackson
John Arthur Jamell IV

Robert Wayne Jamell, Jr
Eric Von Johnson
Marie Lynn Jones
Kendrick Ray Joyce
Pravin Reddy Knitson

Sandra Davis Kupelian
Shamsa San Khalikadi
Jeffrey Daniel Krier
Linda Christine Lavelle
Alan Louis Levy

David William Lichtenfeld, Jr
Shannon Wright Longshore
Michael James Marburger
Dodd Franklin Mateson
Sachita Pakkala

Katherine March Martin
Caroline Nathan Matthews
Patrick Oscar Maynard
William Lewis McColgan III
William Haywood Mays
Christopher Michael McGraw
Sharon Morris
Caroline Mitchell
Sharae Morrison
Cory Owen Montgomery
Aron Russell Morrison

Karen B. Nuei
Linda Bell
Christopher McElroy
Michaela Niederer
Brett Mayo Owen
Seth Newton Owens

Kendall Edward Philips
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We don't receive wisdom, we must discover it for ourselves after a journey that no one can take us or spare us.

- Marcel Proust

"Say my name, say my name" because Adam's trademark song at any party.

Rush got the joke, but Rob, Chris, and Praveen are still thinking hard about it.

The mayor joins the party after Adam shares his birthday cake.

Screa, Appy, Libby, Theresa, Eliza, Smith, Sue, and Meghan are all smiles.

Rachel and Geneva show us that it is "easy being cheesy."

Things steam up between Heather and Matt at Meghan's pool party.

"Yes, Drachy. It will be my very first operation!"

Bichoe brings a whole new meaning to the phrase "rough rider!"
Class of 2004

**Alpha Omega Alpha**
HONOR MEDICAL SOCIETY
Beta Chapter
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor society in the world. Its reason for being can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. As stated in the society's constitution, "Alpha Omega Alpha is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields." AOA elects outstanding medical students, graduates, alumni, faculty, and honorary members to its ranks. The society's key is designed after the Manubrium Sterni. The letters AOA, engraved on the key, represent not only the name of the honor society, but the essential words in its motto:

**Αξίας ωφέλειν τοῖς ἀλγοῦσις**

"To be worthy to serve the suffering"

Class of 2004 AOA student selectees

Jennifer Lynn Anderson
Ektta Chandhamnaya Baxi
Nino Beals
Sharron Ann Butcher
Thomas Martin Carr
Taylor Brandon Gates
Catherine Ane Chadester
Douglass Brooks Clayton
Benjamin Crenshaw

John William Duffy
Scott Carl Fuller
Anne Margaret Harnberger *
Jody Benton Helms
Regan Frances Hill
Lolly Lynn Houston
Alan Louis Levy *
Shannon Wright Longshore

* Denotes Junior Selectee

Melinda Beckman Mallette
Christopher Michael McAndrew
Corey O'Neal Montgomery
Brenson Dean Reading
Christina Marie Riss
Gary Ryan Shelton
Jason James Wilcox
Glenn Blake Williams
David Allen Yam *
College of Medicine
Class of 2005


Msc Allen
Oks Andersen
Patrick Archer
Justin Arnold
Shane Ashby
Jason Austin
Heather Barrett
Annie Barrett
Joel Baskin
Shelly Bayse
Lauren Beeson
Shannon Belt
Brian Benneyworth
Johnny Bernard
Matt Bernard
Kaseh Bedient
Soom Bhatia
Arya Blackman
Cara Bottom
Jake Bottom
Suzannah Bozzone
Tina Braden
Dakil Branch
April Breeder
Nita Byrce
Jersey Bonas
Stephanie Barrett
Stephanie Caruth
Clint Cary
Clay Caution
Todd Chappell
Rao Chatterjee
Cly Clark
Reneiko Colbert
Monet Con nocto
Bri Carras
Carrie Crop
Frank Cuscoz
Erica Carty
Meg Dostow
Michael Darby
Laura Dew
Class of
Jeff Stroufham
Todd Seabrook
Clay Sellers
Chris Shen
Philip Stokker
Leland Smith
Melissa Smith

Tina Smith
Rodney Snow
Kim Snyder
Elizabeth Speck
Josh Spencer
John Starling
Alex Stack

Kim Strigler
Alison Sutherland
Alisa Swanger
Alan Taylor
Lauren Taylor
Natasha Tywane
Dave Thomson

Dennis Thornton
Monique Upton
Jennifer Vargo
Richard Walker
Kelle Wallace
Joe Wells
Brent Wieland

Adam Willis
George Wollas
Mark Womack
Lorens Young

Not Pictured:
David Berghauser
Roger Wang

Years after his commercial success has ended, the Taco Bell Dog can still pick up chicks!

After Step 1, Natasha was a wreck...
...and Alex was never quite the same again...
...while Todd, Ben, Lea, and Chuck took in the white, sandy beaches of Destin...

After the Boards...

Pappas, Justin, Rodney, and Shamon made for Mexico...
...and Joe 'flipped out.' It was awesome. And by awesome, I mean totally sweet!

Cathie practices her Valsalva maneuver...

...while Eiman shows Josh his DRE technique.
These women are starting to swell. They are obviously allergic to cheese.

Anna tried in vain to keep people from noticing her leap, hairy hand.

Sitting outside the tin shack "clubhouse," Todd, Ben, Chuck, and Man begin to realize that Sandy Pines is not as quality as the $18 green fees would lead them to believe.

Nikki can only laugh as Hayden exsanguinates all over his bib.

Jonathan tries his best to avert his eyes. "Get behind me Satan!"

Natalie and Jennifer join Heather for a baby shower for Lucy.

Hillary and Shannon agree. Jay is a knockout.

Nol only did she convince him to wear a matching giant teddy bear suit, but also to pose for pictures in it.
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Natalie and Jennifer join Heather for a baby shower for Lucy.

Hillary and Shannon agree. Jay is a knockout.

Nol only did she convince him to wear a matching giant teddy bear suit, but also to pose for pictures in it.

Sitting outside the tin shack "clubhouse," Todd, Ben, Chuck, and Man begin to realize that Sandy Pines is not as quality as the $18 green fees would lead them to believe.

Nikki can only laugh as Hayden exsanguinates all over his bib.

Jonathan tries his best to avert his eyes. "Get behind me Satan!"

Natalie and Jennifer join Heather for a baby shower for Lucy.

Hillary and Shannon agree. Jay is a knockout.

Nol only did she convince him to wear a matching giant teddy bear suit, but also to pose for pictures in it.
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Class of 2007

1st row, Left to Right: Mitchell Willoughby, VP of Notes; Jessica Cross, Terry Winestein; Patrick Clark, Professionalism Committee Representative; Garrison Smith, President; Kristen Gatignani, Kim McGlothlin, VP of Student Affairs; Anil Rajendra, Kathleen Wald (not pictured); VP Academic Affairs. 2nd row, Left to Right: Bryan Kraft, VP of Notes; Zeena Al-Rufieh, Secretary; Mark Weems, Krystal Taylor, Social Chairs; Tiffany Baldi, John Vicker, Scott Adelman, Gabriel Phillips (not pictured) MSFU. 3rd row, Left to Right: Ashley Miller, Shannon Rieckey, MMS; Lee Sanderson, Anson Gray, Anita Mehta, John Maxwel, Honor Council; Joe Sturdivant, BS. Not pictured: Peter Law, Treasurer; Ben Greene, Computer Tech Director; David Gerth, Intramural Coordinator.
"Always laugh when you can, it's cheap medicine."

- Lord Byron
Diagnosis: Love at first sight!

Ray's getting pumped for bowling.

A typical day in the life of an M1.

Chad and Cheryl headin' to the fair.

Dan and Bryan play away their "perineum blues".

That first day was full of mixed feelings:
Anxiety, fear, excitement, and intrigue.
We knew what to expect of our first introduction
to medical school
And yet we still had so much to learn.
Little did we know that the next few months
would change
Us all
One way or another

Anatomy Convocation Ceremony
"Little Did We Know"
-By Amanda Worf

Doctors are whippersnappers in ironed white coats,
Who spy up your rectum and look down your throats,
And press you and poke you with sterilized tools,
And stab at solutions that pacify fools.
I used to revere them and do what they said
Till I learned what they learned on was already dead.

-Gilda Radner
How Ben's paying for medical school.

Neil and Ricky after Big Pimpin' 101

"I hear the ladies think ping-pong is sexy"

Blake, Stacy, Cheryl, Jamie, Dave, Ginny, and Taylor at the CMDA dinner.

David before medical school

"You smelt it, you dealt it!"

"Hand over the beer and nobody gets hurt!"

"OK ladies, Taylor's here."

GQ M.D. of the Year

Poster children for UT Dentistry
Medical Student Executive Council

Class of 2004
Derek Graham, President
Sean Kepelwell
Chriss M. Andrew
Olivia Smith
Jason Wilson

Class of 2005
Ethan Kellum, President
Shane Ashby
Chuck Gilliland
Enrico Johanger
Elizabeth Speck

Class of 2006
Beth Tate, President
Noel Cramba, rep
Brandon Kerr
English Teaching
Chris Moler

Organization Representative
Julie Allen, PPIA
Brian Bonneyworth, CRT/SGA
Kaveh Beshar, AMA
Brian Forrest, SGN
Katherine Hare, AAMA
Michael Haeck, SSS
Angela Horvath, PPIA
Huse Kadiric CMO
Jennifer Mace, Beta Chi
Kelly Boudreaux, CAS

Basic Sciences Subcommittee
Moon Choi
Joe Brandvain

Clinical Sciences Subcommittee
David Yam

Committee on Undergraduate Medical Education
Chris McAndrew
Josh Hagan

Organization of Student Representatives
Christiana Ross
Jonathan Yoder

Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.
- John F. Kennedy

Longitudinal Community Program Dean's Employee Liaison
Rachel Smith

A sense of humor is part of the art of leadership, of getting along with people, of getting things done.
-Dwight D. Eisenhower
Student Organizations

Honor Council

Professionalism Committee

AIMS

Audience of One

American Medical Association

American Medical Student Association

American Medical Women’s Association

CIAO

Emergency Medicine Interest Group

Family Practice Student Association

Medical Students for Choice

Radiology Interest Group
Student Interest Group in Neurology

Student National Medical Association

Student Surgical Society

President — Jason Stoneback, Vice President — Ben Mauk,
Secretary — Rachel Rome, Treasurer — Rakesh Bedatani,
Resource Officer — Drew Reynolds,

Women’s Health Interest Group

(1-r): Elizabeth Shofley, Lolly Houston, Regan Hill

Phi Chi

Alpha

Beta

Medical

Fraternity

M3
Shane Schoey
Christina Shapiro
Kathleen Scholl
Rachael Bieden
Lisa Bridge
Marianne Buehler
Caroline Cipriano
Katherine Coyle
Jonathan Epplebach
Amadea
Lance Gross
Deb Cooper
Lila Yanna Hidalgo
Hillary Holmes
Evan Johnson
Julie Jones
Ethan Koffman
Breanna Nicole Keitner
Wes Perkins
Jessica Petry
Alex Phillips
Tony Santino
Chris Smith
Philip Smoker
Dathan Smith
Elisha Strick
Dana Thompson
James Richard Wallace
Jonathan Welden

M1
Christopher Adlman
Tiffani Balb<br>Gayle Barlow<br>Christian Benjamin
Jared Benham<br>Benjamin Biddle
Elizabeth Dolin
Cheyenne Distler
Ray Egerbrecher
Julie Hagan
Amanda Hendricks
Josh Hietanen
Jordan Hite
Sara Hoffmann
Lara Kampfer
Thomas Lenzow
Dustin Levis
Kathleen Lindquist
Deb Markel
Christina Palma
Ari Rand
Amber Rottinghaus
Joe Schmidt
Richard Sidwell
Garrick Smith
Eli Sitton
Timothy Sullivan
Thomas Taylor
Kaitlin Taylor
Brett Yarab
Kathryn Yarab
Mark Yarab
John Zersch
Kathleen Zoll
Mitchell Wohlgemuth
Katie Wilson
Riley Wimmer
Wes Young
Erika Young
The University of Tennessee Health Science Center, College of Nursing is an agent of social change whose mission is to prepare the next generation of nurses for practice, teaching and research; to seek new insights into nursing care through critical inquiry; and to provide superb patient care.
DNSc Graduates 2004

Charlotte Brandley
Cynthia Davis
Valencia Fleming
Linda Hill

Gerard Hogan
Deborah Hooper
Mary Keallson

Wendy Likes
Amie Noble
Sharon Salyer

Valerie Watters-Burke
Kimberly Williams

MSN Anesthesia Graduates 2004

Kathryn Boreik
Julie Keenan
Gregory Lambert
Jennifer Little

Victoria Maynard
Robin Miller
Jennifer Nathaniel
Summer Parsons

Kristi Sandstrom
Brittany Thames
Melinda Velasquez

Twila Walker
Keri Williams
MSN Graduates 2004

Elizabeth Bailey
Lynette Baker
Martha Ballard
Zoe Bankie

Amanda Boone
April Bowd
Liel Bullo
Karen Bancroft

Nita Davidson
Cynthia Fullbright
Cathy German
Ana Janco

Angela Johnson
Lisa Moses
Tanya Parson
Celeste Perry

Tonya Pilkey
Melissa Pray
Michelle Schapp

Marion Scott
Susan Tolley

(Left) University of Tennessee President Joe Johnson observes as Dean of Nursing Donna Hathaway congratulates a graduate at the December 2003 ceremony held in the new Cannois Center for the Performing Arts in downtown Memphis. (Below left) Nursing graduates stand while awaiting their hooding. (Bottom right) a graduate is all smiles after receiving her degree and congratulations from her family. (Bottom left) SGAFC 2002-03 Nursing representative Jeff Young (center) shares a happy moment after the ceremony with fellow graduates.
DNSc Students

Linda Allman
Patricia Bowman
Vennie Bunnion
Anthony Carter
Jill Collier

Yoko Flood
Holly Freeman
Elizabeth Foulcker
Kelly Harbin
Teresa Hughes

Jacqueline Lewis
Kathleen McCoy
Rena Metler
Green Owen-Williams
Virginia Raterink

Maya Rosener
Julie Sanders
Patricia Speck
Elizabeth Swoope

Sanya Wade
Timothy Wren
Arthur Zwerling

MSN Anesthesia Students

Mimi Aldridge
Paul Anderson
Brian Cains
Jade Childers

Aimee Delaney
Medinda Dzilevich
Tina Johns
Cheyenne Kelley

Kenneth Kelley
Shannon Kelley
Dawnee Kehlom

Tracy Smith
Ronald Thomas

Nursing 171
College of Pharmacy

Dr. Dick R. Gourley
Dean

Dr. James C. Eoff
Executive Associate Dean

Dr. Glen E. Farr
Associate Dean for Continuing Education and East Tennessee

Dr. David K. Solomon
Associate Dean for Veterans Administration and Hospital Affairs

Dr. George C. Wood
Assistant Dean for Education

Administration

Bobby Thomas
Assistant Dean

Jeff Bogue
Director of Development and Alumni Affairs

Karin Ingram
Executive Assistant

Wanda Patrick
Senior Administrative Service Assistant

Brenda Scott
Administrative Service Assistant

Kelli Gemino
Administrative Service Assistant

Faith Barcroft
Graduate Coordinator
Department of Pharmacy

Faculty

Dr. Richard A. Helms  
Department Chair

Dr. R. Naqvi  
Department Chair

Dr. Bradley A. Boucher  
Department Chair

Dr. Carolee Brown  
Department Chair

Dr. L.B. Brown  
Department Chair

Dr. Adele Bua  
Department Chair

Dr. S. Casey Laison  
Department Chair

Dr. Agnes Lo  
Department Chair

Support Staff

Dr. Timothy H. Self  
Department Chair

Dr. Michael C. Storm  
Department Chair

Dr. Eric Tempe  
Department Chair

Dr. Melissa Tucker  
Department Chair

Dr. Chris Wood  
Department Chair

Dr. Angela Augustus  
Department Chair

Dr. Kathy Barker  
Department Chair

Sheila Cooper  
Department Chair

Lakisha Fulton  
Department Chair

Calvin Glover  
Department Chair

Vanessa Herrin  
Department Chair

Dr. Ziba Houtbahn  
Department Chair

Shelly Hughey  
Department Chair

Marie Jacobs  
Department Chair

LaVerne Jones  
Department Chair

Rachel Williams  
Department Chair

Barbara Williamson  
Department Chair
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Faculty

Dr. Isaac O. Dunker
Department Vice-Chair

Support Staff

Dr. Yichan Sun
Dr. Laura A. Thomas
Dr. George C. Wood
Dr. C. Ryan Yates

Vicki Antwine
Nancy A. Run
Douglas D. Cook
Jennifer Hurt
Brenda C. McGee
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2004

Patrick McNally
Vice-President

Wesley Ball
Class of 2004 President

Cameron James
Treasurer

Torrey Harris
Secretary

Kristie Ramsey
Class Counselor

Todd Burgan
Social Chair —
Knoxville

Kara Koehler
Social Chair —
Nashville

Teresa Sawyer
Social Chair —
Memphis

Katie Wansel
Social Chair —
Memphis

Billy Dios
Intramural Chair

Kim Madewell
Intramural Chair

Aaron Brown
Welsummer

Sonia Angelaopulos
Aliisa Rol欺诈
Néwáh Bales
Sáláme Brown
Erály Bógs

Justin Bú
Jennifer Bright
Ron Buffington
Alex Campbell
Robert Garden

Whitney Case
Janie Chapman
Páigé Clements
Stephanie Cray
Christine Cornberg

Jeremy Crain
Theresa Cramcar
Sarah Crip
Tennille Dunklin
Rita Davis-Doss

Shannon Davis
David Dackery
Sherry Bransen
Joseph Evans
Lori Ferguson

Rhiannon Fitzsimmons
Ryan Flett
Kristina Forrest
Julia Foster
Amy Garlin
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2005

1st row: Sara Robertson — Honor Council, Ron Joe Whaley — Intramural Chair, Catherine Brown — President, Mark Howell — PGA Representative, Megan Weatherford — Class Counselor, Andrea Cumpston — Vice President. 2nd row: Cary Steley — Secretary, Doug Clark — Honor Council, Jennifer Chow — Honor Council, Robby Winkin — Honor Council, Kim Marsh — Vice President; Not Pictured: Sherri Hamilton — Treasurer, Ashley Moore — Social Chair, Jeremy Moumi — Social Chair, Mark Dearte — Intramural Chair, Ellen Taylor — PGA Representative, Ryan Gannon — Webmaster.

Richa Aine
Mandy Armour
Philip Baker
Lars Blackwell
Justin Bradford
Christina Bradley
Jennifer Brandle

Megan Brown
Catherine Brown
Jennifer Chow
Doug Clark
Jawadunnah Clay
Aaron Cochran
Seth Crowe

Andrea Campbell
Lincoln Dabbs
Mark Dearte
Nath Dunks
Amanda Elliott
Kelly Finch
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2006

1st row - Krissy Flowers-Vice President, Jennifer Mitchell-Vice President, John Williamson-President, Megan Hunt-Social Chair, Bryan Prince-Social Chair; 2nd row - Patrick Duke-Webmaster, Susan Woodward-NGA Representative, Karrie King-Honor Council, Emily Collins-Honor Council, Leslie King-Treasurer, Matty Marinelli-Honor Council, Emily Collins-Honor Council, Tiffany Wiley-Steamer Chair

Gail Abbott
Sasoon Aminji
Bruce Arthledge
Amarie Arndt
Lori Arnold
Seth Arnt
T.J. Barker

Gail Barnhill
Piper Black
Shala Fawley
Brooke Freshman
Cail Broughton
Carly Briones
Kesanta Brown

Candice Reimert
Sasoon Aminji
Willie Carter
Garth Clauss
Dustin Clark
Kristen Clarke
Amanda Coke
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2007

1st row - Brooke Whitmore, President, Marcus Wingate, Honor Council, Julie Hopkins, PSGA Representative, Matthew Sullivan, Vice President, Mary Beth Harlewood, Secretary, Joel Sullivan, Treasurer, James Jacob, Honor Council, 2nd row - Paula Helton, Vice President, Ryan McCallum, Honor Council, Jonathan Hardens, Honor Council, Christopher Gilbert, Whitmore, Rebecca Sowell, Class Counselor, Lauren Webb, PSGA Representative, Jose Soto, Intramural Chair, Richie Lozada, Social Chair, Not Pictured - John Kelsey, Intramural Chair, Rachel Kimble, Social Chair.

Jeffrey Addes
Matthew Andrews
Scott Burd
Stephanie Baker
Michael Benson
Donnie Beaman
Andy Bell

Zerina Booker
Nate Binwe
Beth Bowing
Matthew Britton
William Bucy
Ross Cabana
Colin Campbell

Monica Carnahan
Paula Carter
Jessica Cademan
Kelli Chappell
Laine Clayton
Cerreta Coban
Marisa Cole
The University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy promotes academic excellence and leadership among its students. There are two national honor societies that recognize those students who excel in these areas. Rho Chi sponsors an annual book sale, study skills workshop, and tutoring. Phi Lambda Sigma actively participates in interview days and Pharmacy Weekend.
Academy of Students of Pharmacy

Executive Council, 1st row: Ben Cram - President, Brea Olson - President, Nicole Walker - Communications Coordinator, Kaitara Wilson - VP Finance, Ben Jones - VP Operations, Charity Skelton - Historian, Lauren White - PI Member, Alex Large, Alanna George - Chapter Delegate, Not Pictured: John Keizel - PI Member.


Student National Pharmaceutical Association

Officers, 1st row: Rodney Franklin — Alternate Delegate, Kim Lewis — President Elect, Carlton Maxwell — Community Service Chair, Kanyetta Wilson — Delegate. 2nd row: LaMarcus Wingate — Social Chair, Kristy Cochran — Secretary, Darius Mason — President, Chelsea Hunter — Historian, Anita Patel — Vice President, Managua Hunt — Social Chair, Kimberly Marsh — Treasurer.

Members, 1st row: Rodney Franklin, Nate Boutte, Zorana Booker, Kim Lewis, Carlton Maxwell, Kanyetta Wilson, Oby Okator. 2nd row: Kristy Cochran, LaTisha Seroushaugh, Bisi Kunnu, Darius Mason, Chelsea Hunter, Anita Patel, Piper Black, Shacresa Staley, Goretta Cohran. 3rd row: Andrea Cooper, Dionne Beamon, Yolanda Davidson, LaMarcus Wingate, Rhonda Garris, Curtis Petty, Managua Hunt, Nikita Wilson, Kimberly Walker. 4th row: Cliff Broughton, Samson Akanji, Nakisha Layfield, Ruby Watkins, Kimberly Marsh, Camille Pemberton.

The University of Tennessee SNPhA chapter was awarded the 2003 Chauncey I. Cooper National Chapter of Excellence Award at the national meeting held in Las Vegas, NV. SNPhA is an educational service association of minority students who are concerned about pharmacy and health care related issues, and the poor minority representation in pharmacy and other health-related professions. Members participate in community service activities, such as hypertension screenings, glucose screenings, and immunizations. Chapter member Rodney Franklin serves as National Public Relations Liaison.
Kappa Psi

The Psi chapter of Kappa Psi has had an outstanding year. We are currently in the rebuilding stage, and a firm foundation has been laid. As we continue to be the largest chapter in the nation, our members have represented us at both the regional and national levels, continued our goal of outstanding community service, and are in the process of bringing back many Kappa Psi traditions. Our future looks bright as we look toward future brothers as "One for All and All of One!"
This has been an incredible year for the Omega Chapter of Phi Delta Chi. Thanks to the hard work of all the brothers and alumni, we are now the proud holders of the coveted Thurston Cup, making us the POC Chapter of the Year. While this is the highest of POC honors, we also took first place in Brotherhood, a quality we pride ourselves on. Chapter member Christine Conberg was also elected to the highest of national PDC positions. Grand Vice President of Student Affairs. We are one of the largest chapters of POC nationwide and have inducted a number of tremendous new members who we are certain will continue the Omega Chapter tradition and make us proud!
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College of Social Work
Faculty and Staff

Hugh Vaughn
Associate Dean

Dr. Muammer Getingok
Professor

Dr. Marcia Egan
Associate Professor

Dr. Theora A. Evans
Associate Professor

Dr. Tony Johnson
Assistant Professor

Dr. Michael Sullivan
Assistant Professor

Dr. Gregory Washington
Assistant Professor

Bobbie Thompson
Coordinator Field Services

(From left) Tammi Redmond, Administrative Support Specialist II, Gertha Alexander, Senior Recorder, Ann Smith, Administrative Services Assistant.

Memphis City School Project

Helen Amon Brandy Bice Sabrina Brown Sarah Castvlingsong Kerry Folmer Vickie Johnson

Karen Joiner Mary Keathley Scott Kreager Jennifer Neff Sharon Parker Amanda Pullen

Maris Russell Ashley Scharffer Andea Snagge Matt Stone

Didiot Stout Kathryn Teague Mary Voitier Not Pictured Mackenzie Williams

This project involves interdisciplinary teams, comprised of students and faculty from the Colleges of Medicine, Pharmacy, Nursing, Dentistry, Allied Health and Social Work. The students and faculty meet with eight different Memphis City Schools. The teams will design and implement learning activities in science and health that accommodate the curricular needs of the school.

Commitment to Cultural Diversity & Social Justice:

- "Act to prevent and eliminate domination of, exploitation of, and discrimination against any person, group, or class on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status, political belief, religion, or mental or physical disability" (NASW Code of Ethics, 6.04).
- "Practice within the defining principles of service, social and economic justice, dignity and worth of the person, importance of human relationships, and integrity and competence" (CSWE, Educational Policy, Purposes, 1.0).
- "Enforce human well-being and alleviate poverty, oppression, and other forms of social injustice" (CSWE, Educational Policy, Purpose, 1.0).
- "Develop and apply practice in the context of diverse cultures" (CSWE, Educational Policy, Purposes, 1.0).
College of Social Work
2004 Graduates

La Tasha Anderson
Diana Avery
Lakesha Barbee
Rebecca Bennett

Maggie Bible
Natasha Bowers
Toya Brooks
Deneice Brown

Mark Brown
Lisa Byars
Tracy Gardner
Jimmie Caney Jr.

Jeffrey Chambers
Kimberly Clark
Ricky Crane
Dorothy Duan

Darra Davis
Rachel Fenton
Amy Fisher
Kerry Fulmer

Marilyn Goodman
Shadrion Guinn
Marjohna Hart
Reneka Hawkins

Amanda Henson
Holley Holbrook
Robert Humphreys
Christian Jobus

Kara Kevough
Justina Knight
Lashawn Lewis
Mindy Lita

Sharon Long
Rosie Mackey
Diane Mangrum
Jennie McGee
Extended Study Students

Extended study is the College of Social Work's part-time program. The program allows students to work while pursuing a Masters in Social Work, to devote time to a family, or just to take the program a little slower.

Second Year Extended Study

Whitney Coulombe
Jason Cox
Scott Delworth
Stephanie Ellis
VaShun Jackson

Julie Janke
LaShemi Lay
Denise Lloyd
Cari McCaig
Jill Naidt

Vanessa Rodgers
Valerie Williams

Not Pictured
Tametka Foreman
Ghita Sanders
Victoria Spearman
Mackaria Williams

First Year Extended Study

Haley Amos
Maria Bryant
Dione Catron
Kathryn Clayroe
Tina Fowler

Sonja Johnson
Kenneth McCoy
Shanita McCoy
Lori Noblin
Shana Parker

Amanda Pullen
Marla Randall
Romona Robinson
Matthew Stone
Daisy Stout

220 Social Work
First Year Full Time Students

Rosie Ballentine
Andrea Bowen
Stephanie Boyce
Brandy Brice
Cheryl Brightwell

Sabrina Brown
Talagha Clayton
Sarah Cunningham
Natalie Davis
Malasia Ferrell

Jancine Hall
Amanda Johnson
Vickie Johnson
Karen Joiner
Mary Keathley

Scott Kreger
Shea Langs
Angela Lenschau
Carole Mokowy
Jennifer Neff

First Year Full Time Students

Ashley Schacht
Rhoda Shapar
Tina Sheard
Andrea Stagner
Amy Stiles

Tracie Taylor
Katheryn Teague
Karen Tyler
Mary Voitier
Stephanie Welch

George Wilson
Jelka Wilson
Lindsay Wilson